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Town Planning
As expert recruiters within the Town Planning Industry, we are widely recognised as market leaders within this
sector. We have an excellent network of contacts across the country and our experienced consultants offer full
UK coverage from our offices in Bristol, London and Leeds. We work with a variety of organisations including
planning consultancies, property consultancies, environmental consultancies, developers, housebuilders,
property companies, retailers, architectural and design led practices, local authorities and other government
organisations.
We also support, attend and sponsor many events with professional, industry related organisations such as the
RTPI and the Young Planners Network.

Our experienced team recruits Town Planners from graduate to
equity partner and service director level within permanent, interim
and contract positions.
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Residential
Commercial
Mixed-Use
Industrial
Retail and Leisure
Strategic
Regeneration
Masterplanning
Environmental
Infrastructure
Minerals and Waste
Conservation and Listed Buildings
Heritage
Sustainability
Development Management
Policy
Enforcement and Appeals

Client Testimonials...
“I have used Beach Baker to provide recruitment services for planning consultants and found them to be very
personable and professional. They have always provided good candidates promptly and contacted me after
recruitment to ensure they have settled in well.”
Planning Director, Alder King Property Consultants
“I cannot recommend Beach Baker highly enough. Their professional contacts are extensive and they will put in the
extra effort needed to provide you with the best chance in a search for a new role. Throughout the recruitment process
I felt that I had been represented in a diligent and positive manner. Time was taken to discuss what type of role would
be suitable for me by assessing my professional strengths and the direction I wanted to move in. This put me at ease,
safe in the knowledge that any roles I was put forward for would be challenging but appropriate for my experience
level.”
Senior Planner, Jones Lang LaSalle
“I was very impressed with Beach Baker – they were very professional in their approach but also very personable and a
pleasure to work with. I would be happy to recommend them to any of my contacts as someone to do business with.”
Planning Partner, Rapleys
“Beach Baker helped us find the right type of key director to meet our needs.”
Executive Director, Savills
“For anyone looking for a new job I highly recommend Beach Baker as a first point of contact. Beach Baker has been
very helpful and helped secure a role suited to me. Beach Baker were extremely supportive and took the time to listen
to the type of role I was interested in, and I am very grateful for all of their help during this process.”
Senior Planner, Barton Willmore

“After some time away I approached Beach Baker about opportunities in the South West. I knew they came with
a good reputation and they have consistently delivered. They not only put me forward for great jobs, but put me
forward for jobs that were a good fit for both me and the employer. Their attention to detail and supportive input
mean I’d recommend Beach Baker to anyone looking for a new challenge.”
Planning Manager, Insite Poster Properties
“Beach Baker were a great asset when I recently changed jobs. From setting up meetings to securing offers, I could not
fault their energy and enthusiasm!”
Associate Planner, Planning Potential
“Beach Baker introduced Turley to a potential candidate. They worked innovatively to ensure a flexible contractual
arrangement worked for both parties. This is in place and is working well in a sub consultancy arrangement. Beach
Baker has been punctual, personable and professional.”
Executive Director, Turley
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